
months among others who wish to garner the tremendous intertwined mitzvah of limud haTorah and hatzolas

meisei mitzvah, by purchasing a month’s worth of zechusim and kiddush Hashem promoted through the Talmud

Torah Nachlas Avos.
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Partial list of the 
Monthly Sponsors

Shvat
R’ Zev P. Nussenzweig

Elul
R’ Chaim Kaufman

Tishrei
R’ Feivel Hoffman - R’ Shia

Beirech and son Hershy Weiner

Iyar
Rabbi Mordche Berkowitz shlit”a

And Family Korn

Nissen
R’ Meir Weiss

Siven
Rabbi Schwartz shlit”a – Brod

Av
R’ Saul N. Friedman

Tamuz
R’ Yitzchok Z. Weinstock on 

behalf of Weinstock brothers

Fertile, young minds refined by a devoted staff. Ambitious talmidim enabled to reach their true 

potential. Enter Nachlas Avos, a Jewish education for our children in Budapest.

Since its inception in year 2002, the HFPJC has merited to restore 150 cemeteries and approximately 35,000

matzeivos. The incredible rescue work being accomplished regarding the abandoned Jewish cemeteries dotting

the Eastern European region is, without exaggeration, the result of a few individuals’ utter dedication and

sacrifice.HFPJC’sdevoted representatives,members of the Budapest Jewish community, literally contribute every

free moment of their days to saving, restoring, and preserving these final resting places of our ancestors.

Until recently, this famous city has not owned any accommodations to teach Torah to the handful of chareidi

children. These chareidi parents were naturally anxious to grant their children a true yiddishe upbringing.

Although the HFPJC with its tremendous budget and rising costs is struggling, itself, to keep afloat financially,

the urgent need for Talmud Torah‘s, compelled us to take on this new cause, especially considering that the

matzev of the chinuch of these children was a distressing concern for the Budapest parents. However the

exorbitant budget of the is impossible to shoulder singlehandedly and as such, the Talmud Torah is completely

dependent on the generosity of klal yisroel to be able to open its doors to the young chareidi boys thirsting for a

Torah education. With most of these boys' parents engaging in rescuing the gravesites of our ancestors, can we

consciously ignore their plea for assistance?

Hoffman, R’ Shaul N. Friedman, R’ Mordche Friedman, and acquaintances of Rabbi Mordche Berkowitz – R’

Meir Weiss and R’ Shmuel Stern.

At this inspiring event, Rabbi Oelbaum delivered a stirring keynote address, in which he expressed his trust in

and awe of the Nachlas Avos institution. In addition, Rabbi Schwartz expressed his heartfelt praise towards

HFPJC, having personally restored his ancestral cemeteries through Avoyseinu. His generous contribution

towards a month of Nachlas Avos expenses galvanized the other attendees to participate. What also added much

to the warm atmosphere were the heartfelt words of Rabbi Yosef Hersh Perl and R’ Shaul N. Friedman.

Elegant affair conducted with outstanding success in support of Nachlas Avos - Budapest
A selected group of very esteemed individuals attend – Popular Rabbis grace the event with inspiring words

Keynote address: Rabbi Noach Isaac Oelbaum – Hummene Rav, Mission Statement: Rabbi  Yitzchok Schwartz – Brod Rav

In desperation to bridge the financial gap, the HFPJC hosted an

elegant affair in the home of Mrs. Korn, mother-in-law of the

renowned Rabbi Mordche Berdowitz. The following selected

philanthropists, who were previously heavily involved with

HFPJC regarding their ancestral cemeteries were invited to assist

in this noble cause by sponsoring a month of the cheder’s

expenses: Rabbi Joseph Perl, R’ Avraham and son R’ Chaim

Kaufman, R’ Zev Nussen, R’ Nathan Herzog on behalf of the

Herzog Brothers, R’ Shia Beirech and son Zvi Weiner, R’ Chaim

Zvi Schon, R’ Hershy Schoenberger, R’ Yitzchok Z. Weinstock,

R’ Yosef and R’ Lazer Ausch, R’ YaakovHirsch, R’ Feivel

This bulletin has been dedicated by the administration of Talmud Torah Nachlas Avos

With much siyatta dishmaya, eight months of the Talmud Torah’s

learning year were covered. The devoted askanim – R’ Mordche Gold,

R’ Zev Walter and R’ Wolf Landau are arranging the remaining
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An ardent supporter 

who toils tirelesslyfor the upkeep of his ancestral gravesites

R’  Lipa Friedman
Chief committee member of the Strajnany restoration project.

A heartfelt Mazal Tov on the recent birth of his son – May the merits continue to bless him.


